DIR Site Server 4.5 – Release Notes

[TRIAD DIR Site Server]
Release Features

Features marketing

- DIR Site Server compatibility with NRDR v13.2
- Improvements to Facility-Scanner mapping feature.
- Fixes and performance improvements provided in DIR Site Server v4.4.2
Enhancements

**DIR Site Server compatibility with NRDR v13.2**
- Updated DIR Site Server activation process to maintain compatibility with NRDR v13.2
- Users need not provide the NRDR Facility ID anymore at the time of activation. System will automatically identify all the NRDR Facility IDs associated with user account at the time of activation.

**Improvements to Facility – Scanner Mapping**
- Added a new ‘Facilities’ tab to the Facility – Scanner mapping window to display all the Facility IDs associated with the user at the time of activation.
- New ‘Facilities’ tab will provide the number of scanners currently mapped against each facility on the site server.
- ‘Unmapped Scanners’ tab is now updated to display the number of files currently on the site server corresponding to each unmapped entry.
- Provided an ability map Facility ID against each unmapped entry from the ‘Unmapped Scanners’ tab.

**Bug fixes performance Improvements**
- DIR SS 4.5 version includes all the bug fixes and performance improvements from v 4.4.2. Refer to v4.4.2 release notes for more details.